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PREFACE

The contents of this paper are representative not only

of the research devoted to the hypothesis but also of the

days, weeks, and months snent at the site. I enrolled in

Dr. McDaniel's summer field school in June 1977, and have

been working with the artifacts, sources, and people from

the excavation since then. Py January term was spent in Lex-

ington working with the ceramics from the Steward's House and

Liberty Hall. The present thesis, far from killing my interest

in this site and historical archeology as a whole, has

instead increased my desire to explore them further.

Acknowledgements are almost always incom.plete, I'm sure,

and this is no exception. I could write another 60 page paper

of people to whom I am grateful, but I will confine my list

to just a few for the sake of brevity.

Mr. Jeff Beaubier of Sweet Briar College, showed

incredible fortitude when it came to reading all my rough

drafts. The same may be said of John Armstrong, Liberty Hall

Scholar 1977-1978, and my friend. To Dr. John ".IcDpniel and

the Staff of the Liberty Hall Archeolcgical Excavations can

go the credit for my interest in and knowledge of the Scotch-

Irish in the Shenandoah Valley. Special thanks are due to

Dr. Kitty Seaman, Mr. Eeaubier, and Dr. McDaniel for their

generous review of my thesis. Ann Ottesen deserves the lion's

share of the credit for the existence of this thesis. Without
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her belief in my abilities , ^ her' support of my effortsr apdT

the interest, she kindled in the science of archeology, I

never would have attempted anything so ambitious and diffi-

cult as an Honors Thesis.

Myriads of other people were also responsible for the

completion of this thesis; my typist and good friend, "ary-

beth Lipinski; my roommate who had to live with me, Carey

Johnson; the owner of the typewriter, Paula J^rown; and my

innkeeper, Mark Derbyshire. Thanks to Kurt Russ, Charlie

Hall, Hank T'cKelway, and especially Parker Potter, for being

my friends and information booths.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODJCTION AflD EACKGROJND

This nauer reoresents the co^i'Dletion of research

designed to fulfill the require'nent? of a Senior Honors Thesis

in Anthropology at Sweet Briar College. The Junior Honors

requireTients were vet in Setitef^her ''977.

Historic archeolory in the New VJorld is orol'a'hly

the least recognized and nost discounted hranch of anthro-

pology. It is often seen as uninteresting and uninfor^a-

tive, as just another name for historical research, of, at

test, a sort of modified prehistoric archeology. "Archaeology

is similar tc history in Dart of its purpose, that of

delineating sequences of events in the TDast and their inDor-

1

tance to mankind today." Historical archeologists are

v/orking to gain recognition for their field as a valid,

scientific, valuable branch of anthropology, with uniaue

techniques and oroblems. It is hoioed this r)a'oer -^ight

contribute to that effort by testing a h^Toothesis in a

scientific "--.anner and drav/ing logical conclusions +hat "light

add to the knowledge in this area.

A comparison of the ceramic asse-^blages ^rc^ two

different contemporary structures on the now-abandoned

Liberty Hall campus is the subject of this -oaper. It is

hypothesized that variations found in the ceramic collections

between the two structures should be due to different acti-

vities taking place in these structures. One of the structure:
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is Dresu.med "to le the Stev.'ard'n House, the dinire: hall of the

school . The other structure is Literty Hall , the classroom

dormitory tuilding. There are a nutter of corollarier, to te

derived froT. this hypothesis. They are:

1 . If the food preparation and consur^Dtion took
place mainly in the Stev/ard's House, then there
should be nore total cera'nic -".aterial recovered
fron there than from Liberty Kail.

2. If the food preparation and consumT5tion took
place mainly in the Steward's House, then there
should be more storage, nrenaration, and serv-
ing vessels recovered from there than from
Liberty Hall

.

3. If the food preparation and consum.-otion took
TDlace mainly in the '3tew?rd's House and Liberty
Hall was used as a classroc^-dormitory , then
basically the sa-^e DeoDle used both structures
concurrently

.

4. If the same neoole used both structure^- concurrently,
then the differences found in the cera'^ic collec-
tion could not be a reflection of differences
in socio-econom.ic status of the inhatdtants
of the tv-'o structures.

5. If the Hall was used as a dor"^itory-classroom,
then a greater Dercentage of non-culinary
ceramics should be found at Liberty Hall as
opposed to the Stevv-ard's House.

6. If the purr>ose of the Steward's House was a

dining hall for the entire school, then there
should be more ceramics there than would be
expected for a single-fFamily dwelling.

These correlaries will le examined in light of the results

of the ceram.ic analysis in Chapter Five.

In order to best evaluate the hynothesis, tests, and

conclusions of this naner, backn-round information on all

related areas (history of the school, the area, the site,
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the Btudy) in necessary.

The ruins of Liberty Hall Academy still stand in

Lexington, Virginia. The visible remains consist of tv/o

limestone walls bracketing a mound of overerown rubble.

Excavation in the area has uncovered the foundations of what

may be the Steward's and Rector's houses, and also a spring-

house and a brick kiln. A brief history of the institutions

preceeding Liberty Hall Academy in necessary for a full

understanding of the historical importance of Liberty Hall

and of the lifestyles of the Scotch-Irish settlers responsible

for it.

The Scotch-Irish who eventually settled in the

Shenandoah Valley emigrated to the U.S. in the mid-''700's.

They preferred the more sparsely settled areas of Pennsylvania

to the crov.'ded coast. On reaching Pennsylvania, many turned

south down the Appalachian valley systems and eventually

settled in Rockbridge and Augusta counties, Virginia.^

These Scotch-Irish settlers were staunch Presbyterians,

corcpared to the Church of Snglanders in the ^'idewater.

The Presbyterian religion laid a strict em.phasis on education,

and from this arose, in one instance. Liberty Hall Academy.

The first educational institutions established by the Scotch-

Irish were probably of an elementary level. Gradually,

through time, as the schools gained the support of the Presbytery

and well-educated Pastors, the level of academics rose,

until finally in 1782, this institution was recognized as a

college.
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According to .'cDp.niel, .''oore, and ^Vatson, there were

three academic institution? nreceedinp: and evolving- into

Liberty Hall Acade-ny. ':'he schools were located on different

sites in Augusta and Rock>rid?re counties, Vir;7inia,

between Greenville and Lexington. The co'^'^on "^actor in these

schools vas "oersonnel. According to historic records, v/hen

one school failed for one reason or another, the rector and/or

staff simply noved to another location and started another

school

.

'The earliest of these schools ."'cDaniel, "-oore, and

Watson called Larkin Spring School, or Augusta Academy. In

the scanty historical records of the tine it is referred to

by both names. Larkin Soring School was established in 1 7^t'9

in Augusta County by Robert Alexander, a Presbyterian minister.

The exact location of the school has not been established

archeologically , and historical records are unclear. The

level of academics at Larkin S-oring more closely approached

elementary or college creparatory level rather than univer-

sity level. The curriculum included classes in reading,

writing, ancient languages, and Bible courses.

There is only scanty evidence linking Larkin Spring

School with the second school, "'ount Pleasant. One docu-

ment describes the sa'^e man, John ''rown, as both rector of

the Larkin Spring School and pastor of the "ount Pleasant

School. The sa"!e source indicates that Brov.n, a graduate of

Princeton, founded I'ount Pleasant in i7'-'^0, also in Augusta
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County. This school offered a curriculu"i similar to that of

Larkin Spring.

In 1774, a Presbyterian minister, 'Jillia" Grahan, v/as

aDpointed ty the local uresbytery to run the school under the

Reverend I'lr. Brown. Grahan remained v/ith this school and

its antecedents until 1 79^ 1 playing a na.jor role in deter-

mining the course of the school's grov/th . Graham exr)anded

the curriculum, adding the sciences, mathematics, philosoDhy,

and ethics in addition to the existing courses. This curri-

culum was designed to prepare students for the ministry. By

177^, I'^ount Pleasant had attained the status and recogni-

tion of an Academy, and was consistently referred to as

Augusta Academ.y.

Graham's arrival signalled the gradual decline of

Brown's power and involvem.ent in Augusta Academy. By " 77^'

1

the presbytery had named Graham, to the Rector's position with

a John .'''ontgom.ery as his assistant. ?.ro\vn v/as e"ffectively

shut out. At the sam.e time, twenty-four trustees were

appointed and a permanent site for the j^cademy was selected.

The site for the reorganized school was Timber Ridge in

Rockbridge County.

Timber Ridge constitutes the third -ohase of the

institutions giving birth to Liberty Hall and VJashington and

Lee University. There v.'ere several reasons for relocating

the school. Apparently the presbytery had considered the

school at I'^ount Pleasant to be an experiment, and not a
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good site for a per'nanent richool. Grahaii had accented a

post as TDastor of the Tinier Ridg-e Church, and the pres'^^ytery

had no desire to lose hin as rector of the school . Two local

landov.ners donated a total of eighty acres for the school

at Timber Ridge and the residents of the area, promised

to supply building -nnterials and firev^ood for the school for

the next twenty years. In light of these facts, it was

much to the advantage of the presbytery to accept the offer

and relocate the school

.

In May of I776, the presbytery officially changed the

name of the school to Liberty Hall. It schould be noted that

this is not the structure that can be found on "ulberry Hill

west of Lexington today.

The schoolhouse at Timber Ridge was wooden with one

and a half storeys and a 6>r foot cellar. The Rector's Hou-e

had one storey and an attic, also with a cellar. 'I'he ^;tevv-

ard ' s House (where meals were prenared and eaten) was built

of logs, and was 26 x 20 feet. This information has

come from historical records; no archeological evidence has

been found to date.

Tuition and loard at the Timber Ridge School was about

100 pounc.^. In riovem.ber l??^ Andrev; Scott v.'as aDr>ointed

Steward. His duties were to prenare meals, make hoarders'

beds and clean their rooms. " efore Scott's arrival, students

had taken their meals at near-by farm.s

.

The American Revolution had many effects on the

Academy at Tim.ber Ridge, '-'any patriotic students volunteered
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for service, dronping the enrollment to seven in 1779'

The v/ar also caused inflation. In the same year hoard alone

was raised to 9^^ pounds. Because of these circumstances,

Timber Ridge was forced to close in 1779-

During this period of financial difficulty. Reverend

Graham "bought 290 acres of land in Rockbridge County near

Lexington. He hoped to augment his meagre salary by raising

enough food for his family. Here, during the duration, he

also instructed a few students who re.mained in the area.

Graham and two of his neighbors, sometime before late 1782,

donated a total of nineteen ad,iacent acres in the ho-oes of

estal'lishing another permanent site for the school. This area

is knov/n as I'ulberry Hill, and v/as the final location of

Liberty Hall Academy, and the site of excavations today.

A small v.'ooden school was built on the site before

1782, but unfortuanately stood for less than a year. It

burned in February, "i 783 • Arson was suspected.

During the time this small school was functioning,

Graham and some members of the -nresbytery ^resented a Deti-

tion of incorporation to the Virginia General Assembly for

consideration. In December ''782, the Assembly granted the

charter. It was the i-^irst college charter granted in the

Commonwealth, and gave the Academy the right to confer

degrees aid a'n-Doint professors . Liberty Hall Academy was

officiall/ recognized as a college level institution '"he

first degrees were av.-arded in ''785- 2y this charter, the
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Academy also became indeper^dent of the Presbyterian Church.

A second schoolhouse v.'a?^ built shortly after the first

one burned. It also burned, pccidently it seems, in 1790.

Classes were held in a private home until a third school

could be built.

The third school building v/as much more substantial

than the first tv/o . It was a limestone structure, 35 feet x

30 feet, pnd three storeys hig^h. It served as both s

dormitory and a classroom. There was a fireplace in opch

room on each floor, twenty-eig;ht vindcws, two doors, and a

belfry. Zach floor hs6 four rooms. Sight of these were

dormitory rooms, and four v/ere classrooms. Probably the

first floor v;as used as classroom.s and as a library and the

top tv;o floors as dormitories. The Trustees' minutes cite

four stud?nts as a maximum, occunancy per room, so this gives

a maxim.um of thirty-two boarders. This building was :^inished

in late 1 793-

The Trustees also nrovided for the construction of

Rector's -^nd Steward's Houses. The Rector's House was to

be 20 feet x 25 feet with stone foundations and brick v;alls.

The brick.^ for the walls were to be m.ade on the site.

It was to be tv/o storeys and have two doors and ten windov/s.

The -olars for the Stev.'ard's House have been lost, tut

it probably had a kitchen, living quarters for the Stev.'ard

and his f3mily, a dining room, dairy and a cellar. The

Steward's liouse was also finished in late "'793.
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Over the next ten years a s^nokehoupe, horse '^taV.le,

rail fences, and a sr)ringhouse v.-ere added to the Liberty Hall

caniTDUs. Of these later additions, archeolof^ical evidence

has been found of the springhouse only.

Student life v/as regimented. Tv/o tines a day the

students had to recite prayers. They v.'cre not allowed to

gamble, drink, d?nce, sv/ear, or call each other nicknames.

The purpose of the Academy was to instill "all the most

important branches of literature necessary to -Drenare young

gentlemen for the study of lav.-, Dhysick (sic) and theology . .

Even though the school v/as not officially af .-'^iliated v/ith the

Presbyterian Church any longer, the religious influences

remained strong and the Academy still prepared many students

for the sem.inary.

Lleals v/ere taken in the Steward's House. A typical

menu v/ould be coffee, tea, or hot chocolate for breakfast,

meat, sauce, and vegetables for dinner, and rild for supper.

Bread and butter were served at every meal

.

In 1803, for the first time, students were divided

into a grammar school snd four u"DT)er classes. "he grammar

school curriculu-^, included reading, v/riting, Latin, Greek

and religion. The uoper grades added classics, mathematics,

surveying, ohilorophy, electricity, chemistry, astrono^^y,

geogra-nhy, and theology. The ages of the students ranged from

ten to tv;ohty years old.

In 179c, Liberty Hall Academy received fiif'ty shares of"

the .Tames River Company from George V.'ashington . "^he dividends

.."^
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fron these sh?rcs greatly alleviated r.s.ny of the Acader^.y's

financial Toroller.s. In gratitude, the -'oard o-^ ""rustee?:

changed the nare of the rchool to '."Jashington Academy.

The flourishing Acadeny received a great setback in

late 1802 or early 1 803 . Literty Hall caught fire accidentally,

and v;a.G so danaged that it had to l".e abandoned.

According to a nev,'snaper accoivnt of the event, the fire took

hold slov.-ly, allov/ing tine to save many of the scholastic

and -nersonal articles.'^ There are no records indicating

whether the other tuildings turned. As far as can be

determined archoologically at this "Doint, they did not.

The Acader::y m.oved for the last tine to its nresent

location '.dthin the city linits of Lexington, Virginia, where

it can te found today as VJashington and Lee University.

The other buildings on I'ulterry Hill vere slowly abandoned

and eventually nost of then were torn dovn for construction

materials. Today only the two walls of Liberty Hall re^-iain

as evidence of the Scotch-Irish interest in higher education

There has been a tcndancy anong historians and others

concerned with the early history of the Shenandoah Valley to

consider the area as a frontier during the Deriod from the

Revolution to I8OO. R. D. .^tchell, in his book,

Comnercialis-, and Vrontier , clai.ns that there are three

phases of developnent in the Shenandoah Valley in the 18th

century. The pioneer phase, from 1720 to 17^0 was marked

... 8
by a "steady population grov/th, rapid land acquisition."

T?ho second phase, from I76O to the I770's showed "more raoid
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demographic change, and wef^tv/ard exDansion and increasing

9commercialization of agricultural life." He goes on to

say that after the Revolution, this area was no longer a

frontier. It entered the "hird -ohase (''77C to 1800) v^hen the

"TDatterns and levels of econonic develo"Dnent v/ithin the

valley tended tov>'ard increasing sinilarity." This is the

period of Lilerty Hall Academy. These changes created an

economic dependance "hetv/een the valley and the Tidewater,

and the valley and southeast Pennsylvania, the "mother country"

for most of the inhabitants. There v;as a movement away from

subsistence farming and toward a more si^ecialized , integrated,

larger society, with close ties to and a dependance on the

longer settled areas. By 1800, about J- of the land in the

valley v/as cleared, and about half of the farm outr)ut v;as for

sale

.

These characteristics that marked the late l8th century

Shenandoah Valley are not those of a frontier. Liberty

Hall Academy was not the little red v/ooden schoolhouse in

the wilderness that some oeonle see it as. It was a syrnDtom

of the growing so'ohistication of the region.

The ruins of Lilerty Hall Academy on "ulberry Hill

in Lexington iiave long excited local interest. "^he site

has a loni history of partial excavations and souvenir hunters.

It has been reported that a VJashington and Lee professor,

Hale Houston, excavated Liberty Hall in 193'' • Professor

Houston was a great collector of nails and le'^t many nail
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exhititn fron Lnl^erty Hall v/ith the University. It v/as found,

however, that if this professor did sore excavations they

were not very complete or corrorehensive . Through a core

bore analysis of a v/alnut tree standing amidst the ruins

between the two v/alls, it v;as shown that the tree v/as about

seventy-five years old. The tree was about thirty years old

when the excavations reportedly took place. A co'^TOlete exca-

vation would have uprooted the tree. Professor Houston's

project must have been less than com'orehensive

.

The recent excavation of the area outside the v/alls

of the Hall h?s failed to shov; any signs of this type of

disturbance, i.e. prior excpvations . It may safely l-e

assuned that Professor Houston restricted his activities to

the interior of the walls.

Other than this instance, the rite has not undergone

any planned archeological excavation prior to the present

project. The Liberty Hall Archeological Project, as it is

officially called, was begun by Professor John "cDaniel and

staff of /.'ashington and Lee University in the Spring o"*^ 1-97^.

In addition to working on the site during V.'ashington and Lee's

Spring Semester, a summer school excavation "oroiect v/as ini-

tiated, so v/ork continues at the site from early April to

early August. To date four structures or sets of foundations

have been discovered. They are: Structure One--the Stev/ard's

House; Structure Tv;o--Liberty Hall; Structure Three--the sr>ri?-ig-

house ; and Structure rour--the farmhouse. Structure One is
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tentatively called the Stev/ard ' r Houpe at this time. 'Vhile

it is certain that there was a Steward's House on the frrounds,

historic dccurr^entation is scanty, and it has not been proven

heyond a doubt that the foundations uncovered actually

are those of the Stev/ard ' s House. This will T:e explored in

detail later.

The method of excavation used at this site is fairly

sinple and effective. Over the entire site area a twenty-five

foot grid of lines running north-south and east-v/est was '

Dlotted. All such work was done accurately using a sur-

veyor's transit and level and Philadelphia rods, with noints

set in concrete as the major reference points. Each area

or goal v.-as assigned a Particular operation rumher. n^renches

v.'ere openad v/ithin each or)orati')n area and were designated

by operation/location numbers. 1'hese trenches were not

necessarily lined up parallel to the tv/enty-five foot grid

lines, but their corners were located v/ith resoect to grid

points. '-'his method allowed the excavators m.uch leeway in

excavating where and hcv; tney thought best without having to

conform to the grid directional orientation.

Th'^ trenches were excavated in levels, using natural

stratification where it was available, and otherv.-ise using

arbitrary levels. ''ost of the work was done by trov-el , a

mattock "!:3ing used only when a layer of sterile soil was

encountered. "inds v-ere b-agged on the snot p^nd the bag was
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latelled as to operation/location (trench number), s"^all

finds numter (consecutive nu'^.ters v.'ere used to designate the

artifact arbitrarily), date, the initials of the snail

finds recorder (the person in charge of labelling small

finds), and type of snail find (glass, ceramic fragment,

metal, etc.) This inform^ation v/as also entered into a small

finds notebook. Each ceramic fragment was bagged separately.

Connon items found in abundance, like nails, brick, mortar,

and glass, were placed in bags in quantities, without

each individual piece or chip being bagged renarately. In

the lab, the finds v/ere treated, (usually washed in v;ater),

labelled with the operation/location and small finds number

in indelible ink. This makes possible cross-reference v/ith

the small finds catalog, where a complete description of the

artifact is recorded

.

Aside from the artifacts yielded from this site.

Liberty H3.II presents a truly unique set o"^ factors to be

examined ':y the archeologist . The historic archeological

signif ica'ice is unparalleled by any other site of this

type knov/i at the present. Liberty liall is the only academic

institution to be excavated west o' the I^lue Ridge '"ountains

that dates to the Colonial ajid Revolutionary neriod . The

site can ~ive valuatle inform.ation about the so-called

"frontier" status of this area and period. In addition to

its historical significance. Liberty Hall is one of the few

archeological examples of the culture of the many Scotch-Irish
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who imnifrrated to thir country in the eighteenth century.

There hirtoric, social, and cultural factors are in

the-Tiselves enough to warrant close study of the site as an

evolving facet of the emerging American nation v/ithout

focusing on the archeological aspects. In :^act, sone such

study has "been done. ^ Archeologically , the site presents an

even more conolex, unique, and exciting challenge. An

o"pnortunj.ty is available to increase the limited knowledge of

the colonial Scotch-Irish in the Shenandoah Valley.

The excaA'ation of any site must take into account the

individual characteristics the site "oosseses. Each site has

its ov;n characteristics and problems that the archeologist

must recognize and deal v/ith, and Liberty Hall has more than

its share. The fact that the ceram.ic analysis will be betv/een

tv.'o structures within the same site is in itself an unusual

characteristic. I'iost analyses v/ork betv/een sites, not v/ithin

a site as this one does. There are historic records that

suggest that both structures v/ere used by the same rieoDle

concurrently. Vlhile this is not unknov/n in excavating historic

sites, it is somev/hat unusual, and can be traced to the

fact that Liberty Kail was an academ.ic institution, not a :

private dv/ellmg, ^lace of business, etc. ^

VJorking comparitively within a site results in

many of the characteristics peculiar to the study. ^ince

the structures under study were used concurrently ty the sa-^e

people, there is no need to adjust the findings to accomodate
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different nu'^.tern of inhabitants or different tine Deriods

for "ourposes of direct comnarison. These ad^ustnents

are often necessary in inter-r-,ite studies for the sake of

accurate comparisons.

A study sini"! ?.r to this one in the methods of

analysis used was done ly Outlav/, Eogley, and Outlaw on

the Pettus and Utopia sites in Tidev/ater Virginia. -

This study was an attenDt to verify socio-econonic status

independently determined through historic recordn. Outlav;,

Bogley, and Outlaw used four analyses, cc^naring the

ceranics in both absolute nunler of sherds and by percentages;

by different general categories of ceramics (coarse vares,

refined v/ares, porcelain); by function of vessels; and by

source of v/ares (imported, domestic, colono-Indian) . The

study done at Liberty Hall differs from the study above excerpt

for some similarities in the methods of analysis used.

In the study on Liberty Hall, socio-economic status is

not Veing questioned. The function of the ceramics nlays

a large part in the hypothesis. '^he source of the ceram.ics

is not critically examined in this thesis because this

test is used as an indicator of socio-economic status, which is

not of particular interest in this thesis.

Other studies done on the ceramic collection from

Liberty Hall include a ceramic dating formula a^nlication

1.6
to Structures I and II .

" This -^^tudy used "".tanley South 's

revolutionary method of approximating a '"ean occupation
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date of a site fron the 'lean ceranic date. ' This study was

particularly successful at Liberty Kail . "^he date derived

from the fornula was less than .5 years off the actual date

gained fron the historic records.

Another study v/as done on the coarse v/are fron the four

structures and how they reflected the functions of the

1 R
structures in comparison with each one.

Studies have been done on non-cerarric artifact

1

9

20groups from the Rite. .:etal analyses, ^ and button analyses'

have perhpDs nroved to be most informative about the life

at Liberty Hall to date. Further studies on these artifact

groups are r^resently in rjrogress.

A study of "oarticular interest to this thesis is one

of those in progress. An in-de"Dth analysis of the artifacts

and all available data is being done on Structure One to

determine as conclusively as possible if is is the Stev/ard's

House. The results of this study could have a major impact

on the conclusion of this thesis.

This thesis had inherent problems which fall into

two categories. They are 1) the "fait accompli" -ororle^-s--

the -factors that are due to the nature of the site, and over

W'hich the archeologist has no control. '^hey are already facts

that cannot be changed, and -^ust l.e dealt with as v.-ell as

possible. 2) The DroMems over which the archeologist has

some jurisdiction. These proble'^s are related ^^ostly to

excavation technique, and usually can I'e forseen and avoided.
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The experienced archeologist and field v^orker encounters few

of these protlenc. Any good oite ntudy should include mention

of the prollens encountered and how they vere handled.

Some of tnese two types of protlernn can he conpensated

for, sone are not as disruptive as they first seen, and sone

are unalterable and can only he recognized. This section

is a discission of sone of the major nroMe^.s encountered

in the excavation of the Liberty Hall site, and more snecii^i-

cally, so ''6 of the proMens encountered in this Darticular

study. C ie or" these problems is the assumption inherent in

the hypot-iesis and deserves first mention. That is the

assumption that Structure I is indeed the Steward's House.

As mentioned "before, this -Droblem. is the subject of an

extensive study now in progress. It v/ill be dealt with here

very briefly to satisfy the needs of this investigatio/i.

Th.3 originaj. di'^ension of the Steward's House as

it v/as constructed in t793 have I'een lost so no historical

information exists excent the following .^acts : The Stev/ard's

House r>ro' ably contained a kitchen, dining room, living

quarters ^or the Stev/ard, a dairy, and some sort o"^ cellar.

The Stews'^d's duties may te found on nages six and nine,

but briefly they are to feed the boarders three ^-^eals a day

and to cl'JDn their rooms. The lack o" docum.ented information

on the dimensions of the Steward's House is a major ^^lock

in determining unequivocably whether Structure' I was indeed
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the Steward's House. This is regrettable but does not cast

either a positive or negative light on the question. The

documented evidence could clear up the question; its absence

tells nothing. The answer to this question must be sought

in existing evidence. This evidence consists of the artifact

record and distinct archeological features of Structure I

itself. The artifact record gives the strongest support to

the theory that Structure I is the Steward's House. The

great quantity of ceramic ware from Structure I cannot be

explainea if Structure I is a single family dwelling or

any kind of outbuilding other than a kitchen/dining room.

The great amount of ceramic material indicates the structure

functioned as a dining hall for more people thai could have

lived in the building. It follows therefore that Structure

I served a specialized function as some sort of food-related

area, i.e. a steward's house.

From the ceramic collection even more reliable

conclusxois can be drav/n from the data. In C. Hall and K.

Russ's manuscript "Compilation, Data Presentation, and Prelim-

22
inary Analysis for the Structure I Area" , artifact

distribution for each operation/location within the struc-

ture was computed including the mean ceramic date for the

structure. Their preliminary evaluation of data included

the fact that the mean ceramic dates yielded "were within

the Liberty Hall occupation period." -^ This structure was

definitely inhabited at the same time that Liberty Hall was.
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In another type of artifact analysis, ?/!. Derbyshire's

"Metal Artifact Analysis at Liberty Hall" , he states in

reference to Structure I,

"Those artifacts in quadrants III and IV are
predominantly hardware, lunroed metal, and sheet
metal ... .These artifacts basically represent barn
and shed materials . If we look at quadrants I and

.
II, we find a large concentration of personables and
decor as well as refectory artifacts ... .This again
seems to support our hyuothesis about Structure One's
uses associated with bothpLiberty Hall Academy and
with a later dated barn." -^

The metal refectory artifacts strongly suggest a steward's

house. Eating utensils would be out of place in any other

sort of outbuilding. The "personables and decor" would also

be found only in a domestic setting and not in a stable or

barn

.

Structure I was located conviently between Liberty

Hall (about 80 yards away) and the closest spring {^5 yards

away). In view of the surrounding outcroppings of bedrock.

Structure I's location is the only feasible one for a steward's

house if it was to be placed between the Hall and the spring.

These observations cannot be taken as conclusive evidence

in the Structure I question, but they support the theory

that Structure I is the Steward's House.

The problem of the identity of Structure I is one

of the 'fait accompli' problems mentioned earlier. The

evidence presented here I believe is sufficient to support

the view that Structure I is the Steward's House. A more

comprehensive study of this problem may draw different
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results, but for the purposes of this thesis, I feel the

conclusion drawn here is satisfactory. Hereafter,

Structure I will be referred to as the Steward's House.

Anothe;r problem that has arisen during this study is

the disturbances of the two structures prior to excavation.

This disturbance is also a 'fait accompli' problem. It has

already happened and must simply be handled as best as

possible

.

The Steward's House appears to have been disturbed

is two ways. Through the artifact record and also through

eyewitness accounts, it seems that this structure was used

as some sort of agricultural outbuilding, i.e. a barn,

stable, of a toolshed, at some point in its history. In

his paper 'T/let-'l Artifact Analysis at Liberty Hall", T-'^ark

Derbyshire shows there is a significant amount of hardware

(nuts, bolts), tools, and unidentifiable metal artifacts

found in and around the Steward's House. "'he hardware

and tool categories are probably the best indicators this

structure at one point or another was used as more than just

a dining hall. These types of artifacts (nuts, bolts, plow

teeth, etc.) would be out of place anywhere except in a

barn or toolshed. Also, the fact that so much metal was

found at the Steward's House (3776 artifacts) as opposed to

that found at the Hall (179 artifacts) indicates that the

Steward's House was in use long after Liberty Hall was

abandoned as an academic institution. It would seem that
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after 175 years of weathering, most of the metal at the Hall

would have disintegrated. The metal count for the Hall bears

this out. The large amount of metal at the Steward's House

is probably a result of later deposition; the elements

have not had as long a time to work on the metal, resulting

in more metal at the Steward's House today.

During its use as a barn, the ceramics at the Stew-

ard's House may have been swept out and carted away, broken

up further, displaced, etc. There is no accurate way to

determine the extent of this type of disturbance. There

is also the possibility that later types of ceramics were

deposited during the period of later use. This possibility

may be dealt with by separating the artifacts from the period

under study from those of later periods. In the case of

ceramics, which change styles so rapidly over time, this is

fairly easy.

The second type of disturbance found at the Steward's

House is plowing. After the building was dismantled, the

area was plowed under. Plowing would have the effect of

further breaking up the ceramic fragments, bringing them to

the surface, destroying the stratigraphy.

There is really no way to compensate for the distur-

bance caused by plowing. The probable effects on the

artifact collection can be recognized and noted, but beyond

that not much can be done.
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A third problem appeared in one of the methods of

analysis. During the computations for one of the tables,

it was found that there are considerable discrepancies in

the average size of ceramic fragments between Liberty Hall

and the Steward's House. The refined ceramic fragments from

the Steward's House have an average weight of almost 3 grams

as opposed to an average weight of about .5 gram.s for the

Hsill . The coarse ware and porcelain categories show similar

significant differences, the f;teward's House containing the

larger fragments. (See Figure 6) These differences are

due to something that happened at the Hall to affect the

ceramics that did not happen at the Steward's House, or

perhaps vice versa The best way to deal with this unalter-

able situation is to deal with the ceramics by actual mass

instead of by number of fragments. This procedure is dis-

cussed in depth in Chapter Four.

A possible explanation for this discrepancy in average

ceramic fragment size between structures can be found in

the disturbance of the Hall prior to present excavations.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the ceramic fragments from

Liberty Hall are smaller on the average than those from the

Steward's House. It has also been noted that the Steward's

House was utilized long after the Hall burned. The Hall, on

the other hand, was abandoned in 1802, and thereafter the .

land was cultivated. The rubble on the interior of the walls

of the Hall made plowing there difficult if not impossible.
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but there is concrete evidence that the immediate exterior

27
was plowed under. Plowing would probably have the effects

of further breaking up the sherds, destroying the strati-

graphy, moving the sherds, etc. Granted, this type of

disturbance probably also took place at the ^^xeward's House,

but it was working for about one hundred years longer at the

Hall. A great majority of the ceramic fragments taken from

the Hall and used in this study were from exterior of the

walls, so plowing has a maximum effect on the totals from

the Hall.

Another problem that could be seen as possibly

affecting the results of this study is the nature of the fire

that destroyed Liberty Hall. According to a Richmond

newspaper account, "The flames had got to such an extent

that all exertions to extinguish them proved fruitless.

The library and college apparatus and student's property

were generally saved." It might be argued that as a result

of this, the ceramic assemblage found inside the Hall is

non-representative either because l)most of the material

was removed before the fire destroyed the building, or

2) The material there represents a single catastrophic

event and not a gradual deposition over time. These argu-

ments may be refuted in a number of ways. First, it is not

certain that someone trying to save his belongings from a

fire would give priority to ceramics which are easily

breakable and easily replaceable. It would be more logical
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to save necessary, expensive, and irreplaceable items such

as books, clothing, art, and more personal items. Secondly

this argument may be refuted by the fact that as mentioned

before, the great majority of the ceramic fragments used

in this study that came from the Hall came from the exter-

ior of the structure and any disturbance on the interior

would not significantly affect the quantities or ratios of

ceramics in this study. It is inherently assumed that the

fire affected little, if any, of the area exterior to the

walls.

It is regrettable tthat the inconsistencies and prob-

lems cited here and in other chapters of this thesis exist,

but the archeologist will always have to deal with situations

such as these. In most cases, they cannot be eliminated,

they are givens ; they must be adjusted for It is honed

the questions or problems raised in this section have been

adequately dealt with. They have been recognized and analysed,

as have been their probable effects on the results and

conclusions of this thesis.





CHAPTER TWO

CERAMICS

The ceramics found at the Liberty Hall site fall into

two major groups, refined ware and coarse ware The dis-

tinction between these two groups is based primarily on

functions of the vessels common to these wares, thickness

of vessel walls, and degree of translucency . At this site

the refined wares are imported and coarse wares are domestic.

This distinction holds only for this site. Refined wares

were delicate-looking and usually used in tea sets, fine

table ware, and fine serving ware. Articles used for pre-

paration and storage of food and toilet receptacles (chamber

pots, water pitchers, etc.) were usually made of coarse

ware

.

Three major types of wares, porcelain, earthenware,

and stoneware, are likely to be found at the Liberty Hall

site, and some varieties of these types can be either

refined ware or coarse ware. (See Figure 2, p. 28) Porcelain

is always refined ware. Earthenware can be either refined

waire (i.e. creamware, pearl ware) or coarse ware (i.e. red-

ware). Stoneware is always coarse ware, as it was used

almost exclusively for food storage.

In brief summary, the refined group includes por-

celain and some types of earthenware, while the coarse ware

group is comprised of stoneware and a type of earthenware

called redware.

All of the refined ware at this site was imported.
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FIGURE 1
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Only a handful of American potters produced refined ceramics

prior to 1800, and none at all in the Shenandoah Valley

region. " There are no examples of domestic (American-

made) refined ware at this site. Coarse ware, on the other

hand, required less technique in manufacture, was more

utilitarian, and coarse ware potteries appeared all over the

. . 30
colonies, including the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.-^

The porcelain so far excavated at the Liberty Hall

site is either Chinese exDort or English. The Chinese have

31
been making porcelain since the fourth century A.D.,-^ but

all Chinese export porcelain found in North America belongs

to either the Ming (1364-16^4) or the Ch'ing (16^4-1912)

32
dynasties, most likely at this' site to the latter.-^

Chinese porcelain is a non-porous translucent pottery

made from kaolin clay and feldspathic rock and covered in

a high-gloss glaze that does not flake. The body is pale

gray to off-white .^-^ Chinese export porcelain is extremely

hard, being able to resist steel files. ^ The first Chinese

export porcelain reached the east coast of North America

about 1650. In the 17th and early l8th centuries, Chinese

export porcelain was very expensive tableware and has been

35
found in only a few excavated upper-class homes. -^-^ By

thr middle of the iBth century, porcelain was becoming m.ore

prevalent. Its popularity resulted, by the end of the

century, in a great abundance of poor quality porcelain.

36
Quality was sacrificed to quantity.^
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True Chinese export porcelain wap hand-painted,

using a number of different colors, glazes, and designs.

Porcelain designated for export was different in quality and

decorative themes from that the Chinese kept for themselves.

Export porcelain usea both western and Oriental motifs

and was often of poorer quality than porcelain for the

domestic Chinese market.

Chinese export porcelain was decorated in both

underglaze and overglaze colors. Underglaze simply means

that the design was applied to the vessel before it v/as

glazed, and overglaze means it was painted over the glaze.

Underglaze blue in the willow or Chinese house pattern was

a common design.-^ Overglaze, especially in red, reached

a height from 1750-1800.-^ Two styles, Imari and 'famille

rose' were particularly popular. Imari, originally a

Japanese design, consisted of overglaze red and gilding.

Famille rose was large pink peonies surrounded by green

leaves.-'^ This design was usually put on larger pieces -

tureens, serving dishes, etc.

It took the English centuries to learn the secret

of making porcelain, and by 1800, English porcelain still

had not reached the quality of Chinese porcelain. English

porcelain, sometimes referred to as soft paste porcelain,

lacked the hardness of Chinese export ware. It sometimes

contained glass in the paste which caused blemishes in the

form of bubbles. English porcelain was decorated using
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the transfer printing technique, usually in underglaze blue.

Chinese porcelain was always hand-painted.

These distinctions between English and Chinese

export porcelain are important archeologically because, after

having spent some time buried in the ground, the softer

English porcelain loses its surface and decoration. This

facilitates its identification. Unfortunat d y however, it

is not easy to determine the finer details of the English

porcelain from the glaze and decorative technique when

erosion has occured.

Earthenware is a porous, opaque, and very versatile

ware. Of all the ceramics of this period, they were the

easiest and cheapest to make. Earthenware can be refined

or coarse. The differences lie in the function, appearance,

fragility, method of manufacture, and glaze. In this section

only the refined earthenwares found at Liberty Hall are dis-

cussed. Coarse earthenwares are discussed later in this

chapter.

Creamware, or Queen's Ware, is classified as fancy

or fine tableware. The process of producing creamware

was discovered in 17^0 by Thomas Astbury in Devonshire,

England, but not until J. Wedgwood started manufacturing

and distributing it in the 1760's was it commercially

practical. -^ Astbury had mixed the Devonshire clays with

calcined flint (flint which has been heated until it

becomes a powder) . T'ost creamware (except the very early
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pieces) are made from light colored clayn. These are covered

with a transparent lead glaze after firing that pools in

the crevices of the ware causing green or yellow stains.

The first creamwares had a definite yellowish cast to them,

but gradually over time the ware became whiter.

It was possible to color the ware under the glaze

creating underglaze designs from blue, purple, brown,

yellow, green, and gray. -^ By 1762 Wedgwood had developed

his popular rich green glaze and by 178O was Droducing his

famous imitation black onyx, basalt, jasper, and marble

wares with cameo works. ^ None of these types have been

found at the Liberty Hall site thus far.

Most of the creamware found in colonial sites came

from the West Country of England (Devonshire and Somerset),

but creamware was also manufactured in America in Salem,

Massachusetts, by 1773 and New York by 1798. ^

In the latter part of the iBth century, creamware

"became probably the most popular ware in England and much

of Europe. It supplanted its predecessor, salt-glazed

stoneware, by "being fashionable, and looking expensive,

combined with ease of manufacture, durability, and compar-

es
ative cheapness." Undecorated creamware was found m
almost any home serving multiple utilitarian purposes.

Fancy creamware could be found in upper class houses as good

china.

Some different styles of decoration became firmly
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established and popular on creamware. The styles of

decoration mentioned here are only a sample, but represent

what has been excavated at the Liberty Hall site. Tycical

decorative techniques include transfer printing, feather

edged rims (developed in 1765) ^
, and shell edged rims

(developed in the 1760's). Transfer printing is a tech-

nique where an elaborate design is engraved on a copper

plate and transferred to the ware by a special type of

paper. Feather edging was done by embossing the rims in a

feather-like pattern and then painting the rims by hand.

Shell edged rims were hand -engraved , and then hand-painted,

usually in blue or green. However, when pearlware became

popular in the 1790's, demand for fancy creamware droiDped,

and these decorated pieces became rare.

Pearlware was invented by J. Wedgwood in I765 as he

was experimenting with a whiter ware.-' It began to be mass

produced in the 1790 's,. It was originally called Pearl

White. This new ware had a larger flint content than

creajnware . A small amount of cobalt was added to the

glaze, causing a blue pooling in the crevices of the

CO
finished product.-^ By 1800, pearlware had pretty well

replaced creamware as the most popular type of ceramic

because of its whiter finish. Pearlware ' s supremacy lasted

until about 1820.^^

Many types of decorations were developed and used on

pearlware. In addition to common feather- and shell-edged
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styles and transfer printing styles borrowed from creamware,

underglaze polychrome, annular, mocha, and willow transfer

styles appeared. One innovation used on Dearlware was in-

cising and painting the shell -edged pattern by machine

instead of by hand, resulting in a much more regular and

uniform design.

These earlier types of decoration are most prevalent

at the Liberty Hall site. After 1792 the nev/er types of

decoration mentioned above (mocha, etc.) proliferate, but

are not as common at the Liberty Hall site as they are on

the British market. This could be due to many factors;

the distance of the school from any major port, socio-

economic class of the Scotch-Irish Presbyterians at Liberty

Hall, politics (i.e. embargoes, tariffs, etc.), or even

personal taste. Despite this, a few pieces of the more

recent wares were found at the site, so a brief definition

of them is presented.

Beginning around 1792, a transfer willow pattern

was used on pearl ware. Previous transfer patterns on

creamware were usually done in brown or black, but willow

patterns were mostly done in blue.-^^ There were two decor-

ative innovations in 1795 - polychrome pearlware and annular

ware. Polychrome wares were simple designs in many pastel

colors applied to the biscuit (clay before firing) under

the glaze. The designs were often floral arrangements.

Annular wares sported horizontal bands of different
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colors, including black, green, light brovm, and pale blue,

on a white background. ^ This design was popular until

I815.

The earliest dated mocha ware is 1799. This is

only three years prior to the burning of the Hall, which

would make it unlikely that great amounts of mocha ware would

be found at the site. There are a few examples, however.

This decorative technique was applied to both refined wares

and coarse wares. The mocha design on pearlware consists

of brown fern-like paintings usually accompanied by an

annular design as well. The brown paint was manufactured

57
from tobacco juice and urine. -^

The other general ceramic group is coarse ware. Its

characteristics include thick body, less sophisticated

decorative patterns, and different glazes. It was produced

usually for food storage and preparation. The two types

of coarse ware found at the Liberty Hall site are earthen-

ware and stoneware.

There are several definitions of 'earthenware'.

The most general use is applied to all ceramic that is not

translucent. This is the functional definition used in this

thesis. The coarse type of earthenware found at the site

and described in this section is redware

.

Some redwares were imported from England; these

vessels were usually decorated with pipeclay or colored

slip.-^ None of the redware excavated from Liberty Hall
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has been decorated in this manner j therefore it is likely

that the redware at this site is of local origin. "The

word Local, however, remained the key to American Dotting

well into the eighteenth century, for most of the products

were vastly inferior to imported wares and did not find

markets beyond their means of manufacture."'^

Redware is made of red Virginia clay which lends

its tints to the finished product. This clay was very

workable. Flint chips were added to prevent deformation

during firing, while feldspar was added as a flux and to

give hardness. The vessels were fired once at about 800°C.,

coated usually with a lead glaze, and fired again at 1100 C.

Redware, because of its porosity, softness, avail-

ability, and inexpensive cost, was used mainly for every-

day cooking and eating utensils. It could also be used for

dry storage.

"Stoneware is essentially a vitreous or vitrified

pottery, meaning simply that it has a dense body which even

in unglazed form will not absorb water." Good stoneware

clay came mostly from Amboy, New Jersey, and Long Island.

Sometimes the potters added some local red clay to make the

stoneware clay stretch farther. The clay is mixed with

sand and a binder to prevent cracking, and then the vessel

is fired once under intense heat and glazed by throwing

handfuls of salt into the kiln.' Later stoneware vessels

often sported hand-painted blue underglaze designs - plants,
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animals, mottos, maker's marks, on top of the gray body.

Stoneware, because of its impermeability and imperviousness

to acid and alkali, was used mostly for storage and pick-

ling crocks, jars, and jugs, prior to refrigeration.

As can be seen from this chapter, type of ceramic

limits and governs the general functions of the type.

There are exceptions to this rule, but generally porcelain

and other refined wares are used as serving and eating

vessels, while coarse wares are used mostly for storage,

cooking, preparation, etc., not unlike the practices of

today. This generalization is tested in Figure 5 of this

paper.





CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH /'^ETHODS

"The various methods and techniques of archaeology,

from radiocarbon dating to grid layouts, from typology to

template analysis, are all directed in some way toward the

explanation of behavior in the past." -^ This statement

includes a premise which is basic to the discipline of

archeology - human behavior and activity are reflected in

6^
artifacts. The purpose of archeology is not the collec-

tion of artifacts for their intrinsic value, but the col-

lection of artifacts for the purpose of inferring the human

behavior that produced those artifacts. An artifact may

be defined as any material object produced or shaped by

human workmanship. -'

Once it is realized that the collection of artifacts

is not an end in itself but a means to an end, it becomes

clear that the end sought is answers to questions about the

culture under investigation. "Archaeological research is

not unplanned, harum-scarum pot hunting. Nor does the

archeologist set out to find arrowheads, just to see how

many he can collect. Research begins by defining a topic

or problem to be studied about the behavior of bygone

peoples. The topic usually is rather general, so the

researcher must state one or more soecific questions, which

derive from the problem, and list the kinds of information

that would answer them." The archeologist, in the
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interests of efficiency, accuracy, and science, formulates

the questions (or hypotheses) hefore beginning the excava-

tions of the artifacts which he needs to answer the questions

In this way he can plan his excavations so that all the

possible information he may need to test his ^articular

hypothesis is extracted from the site. He will not run into

any incomplete data while writing un his report. His excava-

tion is entirely problem-oriented, not .just haphazardly dug.

In addition to making sure he extracts all information that

may be useful to his hypothesis, most archeologists try to

obtain any other information that may be pertinent to any

later studies of the site. The major probelm with archeo-

logy if that excavation of a site destroys the site forever.

Another archeologist cannot go back later and re-excavate

the same site with a different hypothesis in mind. The site

no longer exists, so it is necessary to record it as com-

pletely and accurately as possible the first time

.

Most archeological hypotheses that involve a com-

parison of two sites have in them a cause and effect rela-

tionship, i.e. if this culture exhibited such and such a

trait, and the second culture didn't, then these types of

artifacts will be found in site A and not in site E. In

order to pinpoint the explanation for any observed differ-

ences all but one variable must be eliminated in the
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coraparison. If more than one variable is present, it is

difficult to attribute the result to only one cause. The

archeologist tries to eliminate as many variables as possible

in his excavation techniques and also in his analyses. For

example, if he v/anted to compare the effects of steel knives

on social structure, he would try to find two groups in

the same area, with the same type of subsistence levels,

residency rules, and basic material culture; in other words

keeping all the variables constant except that one for which

he wishes to test. Otherwise, the differences noted could

be due to any variables present. The hypothesis could not

be proved

.

After choosing a site and formulating a hypothesis,

it is necessary to "explicitly define the techniques

necessary to collect that data." Only after these con-

ditions are met is it advisable to begin excavation.

After the arduous task of excavation and its atten-

dant duties (lab treatment, categorizing the artifacts), the

harder task of analysing the data and writing the report

appears. There are as many methods of analysis as there

are sites and hypotheses. Statistics will often show

trends within the artifacts which the archeologist may have

missed. It is simply a matter of choosing the methods

best suited for the site, data, and hypothesis.

The above guidelines are basic to almost any archeo-

logical excavation. Each site has its own characteristics





that make it necessary to improvise on this basic theme.

.The Liberty Hall site is no exception.

The excavation of the Liberty Hall site was beg:un

in 1974. The hypothesis presented in this thesis was formu-

lated in 1977' Obviously the excavation was not planned

around this particular hypothesis. Fortunately, however,

the excavation techniques are comprehensive enough and the

artifact data complete enough to be able to extract the

necessary information from the records for this hyDothesis.

There are a few inevitable inconsistencies or problems and

they will be mentioned next

.

It is often impossible to excavate an entire site.

Such is the case at the Liberty Hall site. The Steward's

House was almost completely excavated on the interior and

partially on the exterior. In all, about 80% of the area

was excavated. Liberty Hall has been almost completely

excavated on the exterior, but hardly at all on the inter-

70
ior. About 50% of the total area has been excavated.

If excavation was dictated by the needs of this thesis

alone, ideally equal amounts of area would have been sam-

pled .

Excavation is not dictated by the needs of this

thesis, however. Other factors such as the features of the

site influenced this decision.

The degree and types of disturbance at the Steward's

House dictated most excavation be interior to the walls.
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The Steward's House, after it was totally abandoned in the

early 20th century, was partially dismantled for building

materials, and then plowed under. This soil disturbance

would have been most severe outside the walls, because the

foundations must have protected the interior somewhat from

the plow. This was a major point in deciding to concen-

trate on the interior while excavating. Fortunately, how-

ever, one trench exterior to the walls uncovered what may

have been a trash area. Here a particularly large amount

of ceramic fragments was uncovered.

As mentioned, 50^ of "the Hall area has been excavated

to date, the majority from the exterior. There are two

reasons why the ceramic collection from this structure still

constitutes a representative sample for analysis of the

ceramics at Liberty Hall . The first reason is the nature

of the destruction of the Hall. The fire would have damaged

most ceramics beyond recognition and burning timbers and,

later, falling limestone blocks would have smashed and buried

anything left over. A certain amount of work (at least

three trenches) has been done in the interior of the Hall,

and so far very few ceramic fragments have been found

.

The second and more important reason it was better

to excavate outside the walls was because gradual depositions

were laid dov/n outside over nine years, while the material

inside is the result of a single catastrophic event. The

ceramic collection in the Hall at the time of the fire
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would be representative of ceramics in the year 1802, not

of the entire occupation span of the Hall

.

Even though the most logical and fruitful areas of

the two structures have been excavated, the fact remains

the 80?5 excavation of the Steward's House does not compare

with the 50% of the Hall. However, no matter what percen-

tage of a site is excavated, whether it be 80^ or S^fo or

25?^. if the trenches are distributed randomly and compre-

hensively, a proportionally representative sam-ple of diff-

erent wares should be obtained. As long as the comparison

uses relative proportions of wares in addition to other

types of comparisons, the results should be valid.

Another problem with the hypothesis is one common

to many similar theses. As mentioned before, to be absolut-

ly certain that an observed fact is due to a certain cause,

it is necessary to eliminate all other variables. The major

variables to be considered in this study are time (both

period and length of occupation), geographical location,

population size at the sites, types of sites, and economic

and social status of inhabitant. It is desirable to hold

as many of these variables constant as possible between

site. These categories are especially important when dealing

with ceramics that vary in time, space, and social status.

It is nearly impossible to find two sites that match in all

but one of these variables. This is not to say that the

Liberty Hall site does completely, but because its
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buildings were functionally linked in one institution,

this eliminates more than the usual nunber of variables.

The time, location, copulation size, and economic and social

status variables are eliminated in any comparison of the

Steward's House and Liberty Hall simply because the same

people used both structures concurrently. It must be noted,

however, that the Steward's House may have been occupied

after the Hall burned. Liberty Hall was finished in late

1793 and burned in early I803, giving a nine-year length

of occupation, with a mean historic date of 1798. The

Steward's House was also finished in late 1.793. and appar-

ently survived the fire that destroyed the Hall . It is not

certain how long it stood afterwards. An old Lexingtoh

resident says it was in use as a barn at the beginning of

this century. The only thing known for certain is that the

structure did stand longer than Liberty Hall . This is not

to say that the Steward's House was occupied longer than

Liberty Hall . When Liberty Hall Academy abandoned 'Mulberry

Hill to move into Lexington, it is entirely possible that

the steward moved with the school. There are simply no

records to date verifying or denying the fact. It must

be acknowledged that the length of occupation may differ

between the Steward's House and Liberty Hall. This can

be compensated for to a degree. In the analyses, any

ceramic types found at the Steward's House that post-dated

the period of the Liberty Hall occupation were left out of
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the analysis. This thesis is interested in comnaring two

structures of the same dates and utilized by basically the

same people, so all evidence of a later occupation of the

Steward's House is of no interest here. In the interest of

eliminating as much as possible the length of occupation

discrepancy between the two structures, these types of

ceramic fragments were not included in the analyses. It is

recognized that, despite all efforts, a certain discrepancy

must exist in the ceramic collection from the Steward's

House, but it is believed that this discrepancy is not large

enough to significantly affect the conclusions of this

thesis

.

The variable being tested in this particular group

of analyses then, is type of site. The hypothesis states

that any differences found in the ceramic assemblages from

these two structures must be due to the differences in

function of the two structures. That is, the ceramics from

the Steward's House will reflect food-related activities

while the assemblage at the Hall will help describe the

dormitory-classroom activities.

The formulating and testing of any hypothesis in

archeology involves an acquaintance with the broader pre-

mises of the discipline as well as a solid knowledge and

understanding of the site as well as the hyuothesis. This

chapter has outlined these theories as they apply to this

study

.





CHAPTER FOUR

DATA

Several of the methods of analysis UF.ed in this

study were adapted partly from the manuscript by Outlaw,

Bogley and Outlav,-, "Rich I-'^an, Poor Man." (Sec page 1?).

Figure 3 represents Ceramic Type Distribution, the

first analysis done on the ceramic assemblages from the

Steward's House and Liberty Hall. Basically, it is a sherd

count and a computation of the percentage of the entire

assemblage represented by each ceramic type in each structure

This chart shows the relationship of the wares to each

other within the structure and the relationship of the struc-

tures to each other, both absolutely and percentage-wise.

In both structures crearaware is the most abundant ware, both

numerically and by percent. In the Steward's House redware

is second in abundance, while in the Hall pearlware is

second, with redware making a low third. Porcelain and

stoneware each constitute less than 10 percent of the total

number of ceramic fragments in both structures. The refined

ware from the Steward's House totalled about 6^% of the

ceramic material (creamware and pearlware combined), and

the coarse ware about 30?J. At the Hall, refined ware

accounted for more than 93?^ of the total, and coarse ware

less than 6%, The Hall yielded 3933 ceramic fragments in

all, while the Steward's House shov/ed 2518 fragments.

This chart shows overall a more even distribution
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of ceramic types in the Steward's House than at the Hall,

where the assemblage is almost entirely dominated by refined

wares

.

Figure 4, Ceramic Assemblages by Percent, is a bar ,

graph of the percentages derived in Figure 3- It shows

clearly the more even distribution of wares in the Steward's

House as opposed to the overwhelming majority of refined

ware at the Hall. It must be noted, however, that refined

ware is also clearly more prevalent than coarse ware at the

Steward's House. Figure '4 also shows that the relative

amounts of ceramic fragments is basically the same within

the two structures. In both structures there is more

creamware than pearlware and more redware and pearlware than

stoneware

.

Figure 5, Ceramic Function Distribution, is an

attempt to find any similarities between ceramic type and

function. Creamware and pearlware were combined into

refined ware because, since pearlware eventually replaced

creamware as tableware, it is felt that they probably ful-

filled the same type of functions. Coarse ware includes

both redware and stoneware. Porcelain was separated from

the rest of the refined wares for purposes of future

studies, but can be included in the refined ware category

in this study.

Five functional categories were used in this analy-

sis. Four were derived from "Rich "an. Poor F/'an" .
They
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were 1) storage - crocks, jugs, bottles, jars 2) prepar-

ation - mixing bowls, pans 3) serving - soupbowls, plates,

tea cups, saucers, mugs, etc., and 4) other - decorative,

recreational. A 'personal' category was added to the

other four. Personal included toilet articles - water

pitchers, water basins, chamber pots. It was felt that this

additional category would help to show differences in the

functions of the structures, especially if one structure

was used only for cooking and eating.

Not all ceramic fragments were large enough to use in

this analysis. Only the ones large enough to be able to

tell from what sort of vessel they came were used . The

majority of ceramics from both structures were too small to

be of any use in this analysis. Only 55? fragments from the

Steward's House and 8? fragments from the Hall were of suffi-

cient size to use

In both structures more than 90?5 of the ceramic

material was used for serving, with refined ware constitut-

ing most of that 90^. Coarse ware used for serving was

about \% in both structures, and porcelain was about 10??.

Overall, both the Steward's House and the Hall had about the

same ratios of coarse ware : refined ware : borcelain used

as serving vessels.

The ceramic fragments in the preparation category

were few and far between. Only .4^ of the ceramic assem-

blage from the Steward's House could be positively identi-
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fied as being used for preparation of food. At Liberty Hall

Z .y/c could be said to have been preparation vessels. Most

of the preparation category was coarse ware.

Coares ware also accounted for all the fragments in

the storage category in both structures. The Steward's

House had twice as much storage material relative to the

other functional categories (6.8?^) than did the Hall ij.'^fo).

There were no ceramic fragments of sufficient size

that could be definitely categorized as Dersonal . There

were a few fragments that 'could have been either personal

or preparation. It would be difficult to tell the differ-

ence between a wash basin and a mixing bowl from just a

rim or base piece. These fragments were not included in

this analysis because they could not be categorized without

some doubts.

The 'other' category was fairly small in the Stew-

ard's House and non-existant at the Hall. It included

marbles, som.e decorative ornaments, and a small porcelain

dog, and constituted less than 2fc of the total from the

Steward's House.

In looking at this chart, it can be seen that

coarseware is the most versatile ware at the Liberty Hall

site. Coarse ware was used in every functional category

in both structures. Refined ware was confined to serving

and other, as was generally porcelain. Eoth structures

showed an overwhelming majority of serving v/are . The
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second largest category in both structures was storage.

Certain discrepancies noted in Figure 5 niade the

analysis in Figure 6 necessary. Ap has been stated, 557

ceramic fragments from the Steward's House were large enough

to be able to use in that chart, but only 8? fragments

in the Hall were large enough to use. There were more

than six times as many large fragments from the Steward's

House as there were from the Hall , and there was not a

correspondingly greater amount of total fragments from the

Steward's House (2518) as opposed to the amount of fragments

from the Hall (3933)- ^^ fact, there are less fragments

from the Steward's House than from the Hall.

Figure 6, Average Weight of Sherds, is a computa-

tion of the average weight in grams of each of the three

groups of ceramics in both structures. All fragments from

each group were weighed and the total number of grams was

divided by the total number of fragments to gain the average

mass of a single fragment of that type of ceramic in that

structure. The results were surprising. All three ceramic

groups from the Steward's House were larger (weighed more)

than the corresponding groups from the Hall. The refined

ware fragments from the Steward's House were almost six

times larger (2.9 g-) than the refined ware fragments from

the Hall (.53 g-)- The coarse ware fragments from the Stew-

ard's House weighed twice as much on the average (5-3^ g-)

as the same group from the Hall (2.82 g.). The largest

difference is found in the porcelain group. The norcelain
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at the Steward's House weighs on the average J A9 grams as

compared to the .3 grams from the Hall. These differences

are large enough to have an effect on the results of Figures

3 (Ceramic Type Distribution) and k (Ceramic Assemblages

by Percent)

.

Figure 7, Total Fragments of each Ceramic Group, is

a bar graph of the information given in Figure 3. Ceramic

Type Distribution. It shows the v/ares from both structures

grouped into refined, coarse, and porcelain in their res-

pective quantities of fragments. The major purpose of this

chart is to facilitate the comparison with Figure 8.

Figure 8 is Wares by Total Mass. It is taken

from the information in Figure 6, Average Weight of Sherds,

and shows the total weight in grams of each ceramic group

in each structure. It is best understood when com-oared

to Figure 7, Total Fragments of Each Ceramic Group. The

important point to notice is that, while it appears that

the Hall contains more refined ceramic material than the

Steward's House in the first figure (based on total

ceramic fragments) , when the mass of the ceramic materisil

from the two structures is compared in the second chart,

it becomes clear that there is actually more material at

the Steward's House. This is an important Doint because

it has a direct bearing on the hypothesis.

In the coarse ware group, the Steward's House has

more coarse ware than the Hall in both number and mass.
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In the analysis based on total number, however, it appears

that there is about four times as much coarse ware at the

Steward's House as at Liberty Hall, but if the analysis

based on mass is consulted it can be seen that there is

actually over seven times the amount of coarse ware at

the Steward's House as opposed to the Hall. The same '

basic findings apply to the porcelain group. There is

almost ten times the amount of porcelain by mass at the

Steward's House than at the Hall, but the amount of frag-

ments lead one to believe that there is an equal amount

at both structures (69 fragments at the Steward's House,

64 fragments at the Hall).

The comparison of Figures 7 and 8 clearly show

how misleading some of the analyses based on ceramic

fragment numbers can be. They may distort the true ceramic

situation and relationships between the two structures.

The ceramics recovered from the Steward's House actually

totals 9333 '5 grams, and the ceramics recovered from the

Hall totals 2565.5 grams. This is a far cry from the

picture presented by the fragments from the Steward's House

and the 3933 fragments from the Hall

.





CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, this thesis has examined the ceramic

assemblages from two structures within the same late

I8th century site for the purposes of finding any differ-

ences in the assemblages that may reflect differences

in function of the structures.

Generally, it has been observed that both the Steward's

House and Liberty Hall contain a good amount of ceramic

material, the majority of it refined ware. It appeared

that Liberty Hall contained more total ceramic fragments

than the Steward's House, but the weight analysis showed

this to be erroneous. For reasons explored earlier, the

ceramic fragments at the Hall ware simply smaller and more

numerous than those from the Steward's House. In terms of

actual mass, more material was recovered from the Steward's

House

.

There are several points brought out in this thesis

that support the hypothesis that the differing functions

of the two structures will be reflected in the respective

ceramic collections. These supporting facts will be exa-

mined here

.

The Steward's House surrendered more total mass of

ceramic fragments than did the Hall (933^^ -5 grams to 2565.5

grams). A Steward's House which is responsible for feed-

ing many people would have need of a great number

of ceramics--more than would be needed by the same ceople

in their living quarters, or indeed in any other structure
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with a non-food related function.

The Steward's House had a smaller refined : coarse

ware ratio in both ceramic fragment total and total mass

(2:1 and 1.2:1 respectively) than did the Hall (17:1 for

total fragments and 3-3=1 in mass). This indicates a great-

er diversity of wares in the Steward's House and therefore

perhaps a greater diversity of ceramic-related activities.

The Steward's House had the greater amount of coarse ware.

Coarse ware at the Liberty Hall site fulfilled mostly preuara-

tion and storage functions, activities common to a Steward's

House. There was more redware found than stoneware, at

least in ceramic fragment totals. Stoneware, because of its

non-porous body and glaze, was used mostly in a storage

71function and could be found usually in a spring house.

Redware was a more versatile ware, indicative of a greater

range of activities. It was used for dry storage, prepara-

tion, and even serving. A redware plate fragment has been

found at the site.

As was shown in Figure 5. Ceramic Function Distri-

bution, the Stev/ard's House also has a more even distribution

of functionally diversified ceramics. The greater part of

the ceramics is involved in serving, as they are at the

Hall, but it is a smaller majority, with a larger percentage

of storage and other ceramics.

It is tempting to argue that the ceramic com.par-

isons in this thesis prove nothing at all because of all
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the ceramics found at the Hall. It is all very well to say

that the great amount of ceramics at one structure prove

that it is a steward's house, but then could not the same

be said for another structure? And we know through historic

documentation that the second structure is mosL definitely

not a steward's house; it follows that the first one need

not be either.

Barbara G. Teller clears up this dilemma in her

article "Ceramics in Providence, I75O-I8OO". "AbftxDt

Lowell Cummings ' statement .. .that ceramics were stored in

bedrooms. The 'Great Bedroom' in the wealthy home was often

outfitted for eating and entertaining, as had long been the

Continental custom. . . .In small homes and in rural areas this

72
dual-purpose room served well into the nineteenth century."

It is very Likely that young gentlemen raised, if not in

wealthy homes, then certainly in genteel and/or 'rural'

homes, would carry this custom to school with them. Looking

at the type of ceramic found at the Hall it was noted that

over 80^ of the total mass was refined ware, used mostly

for tea sets and table ware, for "eating and entertaining".

In this custom is found a very probable explanation for the

great amounts of refined ware recovered from the dormitory-

classroom, Liberty Hall

.

In review, the three major facts discovered through

the analyses presented in this thesis that support the

hypothesis are,

1) Total Mass - the Steward's House was shown to
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have contained more total mass of ceramics than did Liberty

Hall, contrary to the false picture presented by the ceramic

fragment totals. These findings uphold the first corollary

that states "If the food preparation and consumotion took

place mainly in the Steward's House, then there should be

more total ceramic material recovered from there than from

Liberty Hall." These findings also suDDort the sixth

corollary, "If the purpose of the Steward's House was a

dining hall for the entire school, then there should be

more ceramics there than would be expected for a single-

family dwelling.

"

2) Smaller Refined : Coarse Ware Ratio - This ratio

was smaller in the Steward's House in both ceramic fragment

totals and total mass. This finding supports the fifth

corollary. "If the Hall was used as a dormitory-classroom,

then a greater percentage of non-culinary ceramics should

be found at Liberty Hall as opposed to the Steward's House."

Non-culinary, in this case, can be seen as non-preparation

and non-storage. The refined ware found at the Hall has

already been explained.

3) Greater Diversity of Wares - The Steward's House

had more coarse ware and porcelain than the Hall, both

relatively and absolutely. This fact supports the second

corollary, "If the food preparation and consumption took

place mainly in the Steward's House, then there should be

more storage, preparation, and serving vessels recovered
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from there than from Liberty Hall .
" It is assuT.ed here that

as a general rule, refined v/are is used in serving capa-

cities and coarse ware is used mostly for preparation and

storage

.

The third and fourth corollaries follow by deduction.

They are, "If the food preparation and consumption took

place mainly in the Steward's House and Liberty Hall was

used as a classroom-dormitory, then basically the same

people used both structures concurrently.", and "If the

same people used both structures concurrently, then the

differences found in the ceramic collections could not be

a reflection of differences in socio-economic status of the

inhabitants of the two structures."

In conclusion, it is felt that the results of the

analyses support the hypothesis well . The variations

found in the ceramic collections reflect different activities

taking place in those structures, namely the Steward's House

and Liberty Hall of Liberty Hall Academy.





SUGGESTIONS FOR FJRTHER STUDY

Because the discrepancies in sizes of fragments

between structures was not known at the start of this

study, many of the analyses were based on ceramic fragment

totals. It would be interesting to repeat some of the

analyses, the Ceramic Function Distribution in particular,

using weight and not number of fragments in the comnutations

,

This study should be repeated when the excavations

of the site are completed. Although it appears that further

excavations on the interior of the Hall will not be very

fruitful as far as ceramic artifacts are concerned, a study

including them, and also ceramic collections from the other

structures, would be more complete than the present study.

A study to determine the socio-economic.status of

the inhabitants of Liberty Hall Academy would be very

useful to the project. It would have to involve much

research of the Academy, the period, and other sites from

the period. The ceramic artifacts are often the best indi-

cators of socio-economic status. It has been for this

purpose that porcelain was separated from the rest of the

refined wares, as Dorcelain often connotes a higher status

than other types of ceramics.





APPENDIX

Z,au'i- lu he observed by the Students of Liberty Hall

I
^' That every Student attend by nine o'clock in the winter season and by eight in

the summer for morning prayer and after he conies to school to study without dis-

turbance.

T nd That every Student after nioniing prayer take his seat and study without speak-

ing loud.

3 "^ That no Student presume to leave his scat or go out without leave Jlrst obtained

from the Tutor or Rector.

J til That no Student when entered in the Academy shall presiinw to go away until the

Academy be dismissed n-ith prayer in the e]'ening unless lea^'c be first obtained nor

make any disturbance in the Academy at any time whatsoever.

5 "' That every Student when at prayer or any other divine worship shall behave with

decency and sobriety not whispering or making any unseemly gestures.

6 "' That every Student attend upon public worship on the Sabbath as often as it is

held in the Academy.

7 ''' That no Student presume to call any of his fellow Students out of his Christian

or Sir name or give any disturbance in the house of study.

8 ''' That no Student play at cards, dice or other unlawful gantes or lay bets of any

sort.
_

__

9 ''' That no Student be found at a tavern at unseasonable hours or be intoxicated

upon any occaision nor engage in any dancing School nor shall he engage at any

debauching revel whatever (eommonly known by the names of frolicks, dances, balls,

entertainments).

10 "' That no Student presume to swear or to use any profane language whatsoever.

II ''' That no Student presume to play ball in Lexington at any time.

12 ''' That no Student presume to stay all night in any other family than his own

Lodgings unless he is invited by the Master of the fanuly or has first obtained

leave from the Tutor or the Rector.

13 ''' That every Student treat all persons with decency and respect, especially their

known superiors and the families where they lodge.

14 ''' That every Student take his seat with his class in order, the Senior Class taking

the first seat on the right hand.





15 ''' That every Student rise up with a decent how when the Rector. Tutor or any other

Gentleman eoines in or goes out.

16 ''' That inunediately after prayer every evening, two students pronounce each an oration

taking it in rotation beginning with the lowest class.

17''' That a Monitor be weekly appointed by the Rector or Tutor u/;o shall note down in

writing all the transgressions of these rules and deliver them to the Rector or Tutor

every Friday livening.
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